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Abstract:
Image scrambling is a useful approach to secure the
image data by transforming the image into an unintelligible
format. This paper introduces a new parameter based
M-sequence which can be produced by a series of shift
registers. In addition, a new image scrambling algorithm
based on the parametric M-sequence is presented. The user
can change the security keys, r, which indicates the number of
shift operations to be implemented, or the distance parameter
p, to generate many different M-sequences. This makes the
scrambled images difficult to decode thus providing a high
level of security protection for the images. The presented
algorithm can encrypt the 2-D or 3-D images in one step. It
also shows good performance in the image attacks such as
filters (data loss) and noise attacks. The algorithm can be
applied in the real-time applications since it is a
straightforward process and easily implemented.
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1.

Introduction

With rapid escalation of network community, a large
amount of videos and images with private or business
information spread in the network. The information security
becomes an important and urgent issue not only for
individuals but also for business and governments. Security
of image and video data is very important in many areas,
such as privacy and copyright protection, security
communication, and also in military applications. Image
scrambling (i.e. encryption) is a good tool to make the
scrambled image visually unrecognizable and difficult to
decrypt for unauthorized users.
The M-sequence, also called maximum length
sequence, is a type of pseudorandom binary recursive
sequence which can be generated by maximal linear
feedback shift registers [1-3]. Due to its remarkable and
useful properties, M-sequence is widely used in digital
communication such as spread spectrum communication,

pseudo random noise [4-6].
Several applications of M-sequence have been
addressed specially focusing on its pseudo random
properties. State-of-the-art applications on M-sequence
include digital watermarking such as image watermarking
[7, 8], video watermarking [9], and audio watermarking [10,
11]. The M-sequence is also used for FRMI experiment in
biomedical applications [12].
Since the M-sequence is a periodic binary sequence
with autocorrelation characteristics, it can be extended to
the new application area of image scrambling. In this paper,
we introduce a new parameter based M-sequence and a new
image scrambling algorithm using this M-sequence. The
scrambled images are difficult to decode since the security
keys, the shift parameter r and the distance parameter p,
have many options. The new algorithm can be used to
scramble the 2-D image such as binary images, grayscale
images and 3-component color images as well. The
experimental results in section 4 demonstrate that the new
scrambling algorithm is a lossless encryption approach and
show good performance in common image attacks such as
filters (data loss), Gaussian noise and Salt Pepper noise
attacks.
2.
2.1.

Parameter based M-sequence and its transforms
Parameter based M-sequence

The classical M-sequence is a periodical binary
sequence which can be generated by a series of shift
registers with modulo 2 operations.
Definition 2.1, Classical M-sequence:
The classical M-sequence {mk } is satisfied as the following
operation [4, 5]
n

mk = ∑ ai mk − i (mod 2)

(1)

i =1

where n is the number of the shift registers, ai = 0,1 is the
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coefficient of the i th shift register, and mk = 0,1 . The
circuit implementing the operation above is called the
M-sequence generator.
The output of the M-sequence generator depends on
the coefficient and the initial value of the registers. The
output M-sequence is a binary sequence with a maximum
length period T = 2n − 1 . Suppose the output M-sequence be
{mk } = {m1 , m2 ,..., mT } , then mk = mk +T = mk + 2T = ... ..
Definition 2.2, Parameter based M-sequence:
Let the binary sequence {s1 , s2 ,..., sn } be the initial value of
the n-stage shift registers in the M-sequence generator, and
the output M-sequence be {br1 , br 2 ,..., brT } after the register is
shifted r times. The binary sequence {cr1 , cr 2 ,..., crn } called
the parameter based M- sequence is defined as
cri = br (i + p )
(2)
{cr1 , cr 2 ,..., crn } is also called the M-sequence representation
of {s1 , s2 ,..., sn } . Where i, r , p, T are integers, and 1 ≤ i ≤ n ,
T = 2n − 1 , 1 ≤ r ≤ T , 0 ≤ p ≤ T − n .

2.2.

M-sequence Transforms

Based on the definition 2.2 above, a decimal number
with binary representation of S = ( s1 , s2 ,..., sn ) 2 can be
transformed
into
its
M-sequence
representation
Cr = (cr1 , cr 2 ,..., crn ) 2 , where Cr is another decimal number.
Similarly, a decimal sequence {S1 , S2 , S3 ,..., S N } can also be
transformed
to
its
M-sequence
representation
{Cr1 , Cr 2 , Cr 3 ,..., CrN } , which the permutation sequence of
{S1 , S2 , S3 ,..., S N } . Furthermore, the permutation sequence
{Cr1 , Cr 2 , Cr 3 ,..., CrN } will differ when the shift parameter r
and the distance parameter p have different values.
This permutation transformation can be applied to
image scrambling since it can change the row and column
positions of the image pixels. The shift parameter r and the
distance parameter p will act as the security keys to
generate the different sequences {C1 , C2 , C3 ,..., C N } .
For the specific values of r and p , the M-sequence
representation of {1, 2,3,..., N } can be defined by
Cr = {Cr1 , Cr 2 , Cr 3 ,..., CrN }
(3)
The 2-D image data is stored in a 2-D matrix such as
grayscale images and binary images. To scramble those 2-D
images in one step, the 2-D M-sequence transform is
introduced.
Definition 2.3, The 2-D M-sequence transform:
Let D be an M × N image matrix, Tr be the row coefficient

matrix, Tc be the column coefficient matrix. The 2-D
M-sequence Transform is defined as [13]:
S = Tr DTc
(4)
where S is the scrambled image matrix, and
⎧1 (m, Cmi )
⎪⎧1 (Crj , j )
, Tc (i, j ) = ⎨
Tr (m, n) = ⎨
⎪⎩0 otherwise
⎩0 otherwise
where 1 ≤ m, n ≤ M , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N
Definition 2.4, The Inverse 2-D M-sequence
transform:
Let S be a scrambled M × N image matrix, Tr−1 and Tc−1 be
the inverse matrices of the row and column coefficient
matrices defined in definition 2.3, the Inverse 2-D
M-sequence Transform is defined as [13].
R = Tr−1 STc−1
(5)
where R is the reconstructed image matrix.
Since the data of the 3-component color image is three
2-D matrices, the 3-D M-sequence transform is introduced
to achieve a more efficient way scrambling the color
images.
Definition 2.5, The 3-D M-sequence transform:
Let Q = (Qi i ) , where i = 1, 2,3 refers to three color
planes, Qi is the original image data matrix of the ith color
plane. Tr = (Tri i ) and Tc = (Tci i ) , where Tri and Tci are
the row and column coefficient matrices of the ith color
plane defined in definition 2.3. The 3-D M-sequence
Transform is defined as [13].
E = Tr QTc
(6)
where E is the data matrix of the scrambled color image.
Definition 2.6, The inverse 3-D M-sequence transform:
Let E = ( Ei i ) , where i = 1, 2,3 , Ei is the scrambled
image data matrix of the ith color plane. Tr−1 = (Tri−1 i ) and
Tc−1 = (Tci−1 i ) , where Tr−1 and Tci−1 are the inverse row and
column coefficient matrices of the ith color plane. The
Inverse 3-D M-sequence Transform is defined as [13].
Z = Tr−1 ETc−1
(7)
where Z is the reconstructed color image.

3.

The image scrambling algorithm using parameter
based M-sequence transforms

The data of a 2-D image is a 2-D matrix while the data
of a 3-component color image is consisted of three 2-D
matrices, one matrix for each of the 3 different color planes
of an image. Choosing the 3-D M-sequence transform to
scramble the color images is a more efficient way than
selecting 2-D M-sequence transform since the 3-D images
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can be scrambled in one step by using the 3-D M-sequence
transform. Similarly, the 2-D M-sequence transform is more
efficient for scrambling the 2-D images in one step such as
grayscale images, binary images, medical images, and so
on.
The image scrambling algorithm is shown as Figure 1.
The 2-D or 3-D transform will be chosen based on the
characteristics of the image data. If the image is a 2-D
image, the 2-D M-sequence transform will be chosen to
scramble the image data. Otherwise, the 3-D transform will
be selected. The row and column coefficient matrices
should be calculated by choosing the security keys: the shift
parameter r and the distance parameter p. The scrambled
image can be generated by applying the 2-D/3-D
M-sequence transform to the original image at one time.
The authorized users should be provided the security
keys to reconstruct the original image in their inverse
process. The security keys will be used to calculate the
inverse row and column coefficient matrices. The inverse
2-D M-sequence transform will be selected if the image
data is a 2-D matrix. On the other hand, the inverse 3-D
transform will be used to decode the scrambled image data.
The reconstructed images can be obtained by applying the
inverse transform to the scrambled image.

of the presented algorithm.

Figure 2. 2-D image scrambling with different security keys
(a) Scrambled grayscale image with r=6, p=0; (b)
Scrambled binary image with r=9, p=3; (c) Scrambled
medical image with r=12, p=5; (d) Reconstructed medical
image from (a); (e) Reconstructed medical image from (b);
(f) Reconstructed medical image from (c);
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3-D image

# of dimension
of the image?

2-D image

3-D
M-sequence
Transform

2-D
M-sequence
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Figure 1. Block diagram of image scrambling algorithm
4.

Experimental results

The new algorithm has been implemented in several
types of images such as binary images, medical images,
grayscale images and also color images. Some examples
will be provided in the following to show the performance

Figure 3. Color image scrambling with r=8, p=2; (a) The
original color image; (b) The scrambled color image;
(c) The reconstructed color image; (d) Histogram of (a);
(e) Histogram of (b); (f) Histogram of difference (a) and (c)
The 2-D images are scrambled with different security
keys as shown in Figure 2. The reconstructed images in
Figure 2 and reconstructed color image in Figure 3(c)
demonstrate that the original images can be perfectly
reconstructed without any distortion. This is also verified
by the histogram of the difference between the original
image and the reconstructed image as shown in Figure 3(f).
All of these show that the parametric M-sequence based
algorithm is a lossless encryption approach.
Figure 4 demonstrates that the parameter M-sequence
based scrambling algorithm also shows good performance
for the image attacks such as Gaussian low pass filter (data
loss), Gaussian noise and Salt & Pepper noise attacks. The
reconstructed images after attacks are visually acceptable
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since they contain almost all visual information of the
original images.

[2] S. Golomb, Shift Register Sequences: Aegean Park Press,
1982.

[3] A. Lempel, and W. L. Eastman, "High Speed Generation of
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Figure 4. Color image scrambling with attacks, r=7, p=1;
(a) The original color image; (b) Reconstructed image after
applying Gaussian Lowpass Filter to the scrambled image;
(c) Reconstructed image after adding 10% Gaussian noise
to the scrambled image; (d) Reconstructed image after
adding 10% Salt & Pepper noise to the scrambled image.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced a new parameter based
M-sequence which can be generated by shift registers. We
also presented a new image scrambling algorithm based on
this M-sequence. The parameter r, which is the number of
shift operations to be performed on the register, and the
distance parameter p can be used as the security keys since
the many different M-sequences can be derived by
changing the r and p values. The many possible choices of
the security keys prevent eavesdroppers from decoding the
scrambled images. As a result, the image is protected with
high level of security. The experimental results show that
the new algorithm is a lossless encryption method since the
original images can be completely reconstructed without
losing quality. The test results from image attacks
demonstrate that the parameter M-sequence based
scrambling algorithm can tolerate the common image
attacks since the original images can be reconstructed with
high quality after an image attack. The scrambling
algorithm can be also used in the real-time applications due
to its straightforward and efficient process.
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